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COMPLEX LITIGATION EXAM 
December, 2010 

Professor Thornburg 

Instructions 

The general instructions that you received on November 22nd (and which are reprinted at 
the end of this exam) govern this exam, as does the law school honor code.  In addition to those 
logistical instructions, please note the following: 

• This exam consists of three questions.  The percentage of raw points that can be earned
from each subpart is indicated.

• This is an open book examination and does not require any research beyond the
materials that were assigned for class or provided within this examination.  Using the
principles you’ve derived from those materials thoughtfully, especially comparing and
contrasting the facts and holdings of the cases you’ve read with the hypothetical exam
facts, should be a major component of your answers.

• You should assume for purposes of the exam that any substantive law provided with the
exam is correct (even if you know that in real life it is not).  You should also assume that
the numbers, which are made up, would be roughly accurate.  Also, assume that there are
no statute of limitations issues that would affect the answer to any of the questions.

• Read each question carefully and respond to the question(s) asked.  Each one asks you to
draft a particular document for a particular audience or purpose – be sure to draft your
answer accordingly.

• There is no word limit for the exam, but I encourage you to avoid lengthy discussions of
the law that you do not apply in answering the question.  Ask yourself whether what you
have written relates to the issue the question asks you to address.  If so, leave it in.  If it’s
just general and non-relevant discussion of legal principles, on the other hand, leave it out
unless it merely provides a short introduction or transition to the heart of your answer.

• Please strive for clear and grammatical writing in your answers.  One of the benefits of a
take-home exam is that it allows you the opportunity to organize your thoughts and edit
your writing.

Background Facts – Applicable to All Questions 

On April 20, 2008, there was a 60 minute “incident” at the Chernobyl, Texas nuclear 
storage plant.  This plant is owned and operated by Oligopoly Company, a Delaware corporation 
with its headquarters near Amarillo in West Texas.  The incident produced a radioactive cloud 
that drifted east across the state of Texas and then over parts of Oklahoma, Arkansas, and far 
western Tennessee before it dissipated.  The incident itself resulted in the death of two 
employees and severe burns to eight others.  Naturally this event has resulted in extensive 
publicity, and in litigation.  

A number of individual and class actions were promptly filed in state and federal court, 
asserting claims of negligence under state law.  All the class actions were removed to federal 
court under CAFA, as were any individual claims meeting the requirements for diversity of 

This is an example of a take-home examination.  While this one does not impose a time or word limit, 
others may choose to use one of those devices to put limits on the length of answers and encourage focus.
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citizenship jurisdiction.  All of the federal lawsuits were then transferred to the U.S. District 
Court for the Northern District of Texas, Amarillo Division, by the Judicial Panel on 
Multidistrict Litigation, and assigned to Judge Nagareda. 

A few individual lawsuits remain pending in state court in Texas as they were not 
removable.  All but one of the suits seeks damages for personal injuries or lost farm income or 
both.  The one outlier was brought by Lone Star Resort and Recreation Spa in scenic Caddo 
Lake, Texas, directly in the path of the radioactive cloud.  Lone Star sued Oligopoly in state 
district court (Harrison County), alleging that it had already lost bookings due to the incident, 
and expects to lose more due to fear of the radiation.  Lone Star seeks $1 million for lost profits 
and damage to its goodwill. 

Pretrial Order No. 3 appointed a Plaintiff’s Steering Committee, and Pretrial Order No. 4 
required that the committee file a Master Complaint.  The committee did so.  The Master 
Complaint includes class action allegations for two classes, known as the personal injury class 
and the farmer class.  All named plaintiffs and all class members are in at least one of the classes, 
and some are in both. 

The personal injury class is defined as “all persons who were injured due to exposure to 
radioactive fallout from the April 20, 2008, incident at defendant’s Chernobyl plant, either in the 
form of increased risk of cancer or otherwise, including both persons now living and any unborn 
offspring of persons exposed on April 20, 2008.”  Plaintiffs seek to require Oligopoly to 
establish and publicize a program of free medical checkups, testing for exposure-related 
conditions, for all members of this class for a ten year period.  The program would also collect 
data for scientific research into the effects of radiation exposure.  If necessary, plaintiffs seek 
“appropriate compensation” for any class member found to have contracted cancer as a result of 
exposure to radioactive material discharged during the incident.  The class representatives for 
this class are eight adults, two each from Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, and Tennessee, each of 
whom alleges exposure to radioactive fallout from the cloud produced by the April 20 incident. 

The farmer class is defined as “all persons who own or operate farms that received 
radioactive fallout from the April 20, 2008, incident at defendant’s Chernobyl plant and who (1) 
are or will be unable to utilize such land for farm production due to contamination of the land, or 
(2) are or will be unable to market farm produce of such land due to contamination of the land.”  
Plaintiffs seek an order requiring Oligopoly to decontaminate all contaminated farm land, and 
also seek compensatory damages for all farm products that cannot be marketed due to radioactive 
contamination.  There are four class representatives for the class:  a Texas dairy farmer who 
alleges that local health authorities have ordered her to discard all milk produced on her farm 
since April 20; an Oklahoma farmer who has recently planted corn, an Arkansas turkey farmer, 
and a Tennessee farmer who grows organic vegetables and has been forbidden to market them 
since the radioactive cloud passed over. 

Question One (50%) 

In the federal MDL, the parties actively engaged in discovery.  Based on the information 
this has revealed, the Steering Committee filed a Motion for Class Certification of the two 
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classes identified in the Master Complaint.  The court held a hearing on the motion.  The parties 
agreed on the following facts:  

• The radioactive cloud gradually widened as it moved farther from the plant.
• Radiation-based cancers are indistinguishable from those that occur naturally or that are

caused by other chemical carcinogens.  As is true for many types of cancer, factors such
as smoking, drinking, and diet also may contribute to the disease.

• Although the amount of fallout on the ground also dissipated as the cloud moved
eastward, local authorities in all four states required farmers in the path of the cloud to
destroy dairy products and other crops produced for human consumption.

• In total, some 150,000 square miles were affected in the four states before the cloud
dissipated to the point that measurable traces were no longer found.  Approximately 8
million people reside in this area.

• Approximately 5,000 non-residents were also exposed to the cloud as they drove through
the states on April 20-21.

The parties disagreed, and submitted expert testimony, on other issues: 

• Affidavits submitted by Oligopoly’s expert, Montgomery Burns, states that the cloud had
dissipated sufficiently by the time it reached Arkansas and Tennessee that exposure there
should create no risk of radiation-related health problems to persons or property.  He also
opined that the risk of cancer from the levels of radiation in the cloud even in western
Texas and Oklahoma was extremely low.

• Plaintiffs’ expert, on the other hand, testified that radiation levels were still measurably
high enough in Arkansas and Tennessee to cause health risks, both directly and through
contamination of the ground. Plaintiffs’ expert also testified that exposure at the levels
caused by the cloud can increase the likelihood of various cancers, and that it may take a
number of years for cancers caused by radiation to develop.

The parties have also briefed a number of legal issues relevant to the class’s claims.
First, under the federal Price-Anderson Act, Oligopoly’s maximum aggregate liability for a single 
nuclear incident, including costs of defending suits, is capped at $600 million, an amount that is 
covered by various forms of insurance.  (Oligopoly’s primary assets are thus protected from the 
class members’ claims, as the law intends to protect the nuclear power industry.)  Based on its 
position that most persons exposed to the cloud cannot have suffered any injury, Oligopoly 
asserts that there is no likelihood that its aggregate liability to members of the two classes would 
reach such a sum, although it admits that the cost of cleaning up contaminated farm land is 
difficult to estimate.  Plaintiffs, on the other hand, predict that the aggregate value of the 
recovery they seek could easily exceed $1 billion.1 

Second, briefing indicates that there are some potentially relevant differences in state law.  
These differences revolve around two issues.  First, with regard to medical monitoring claims, 

1 For purposes of the exam, disregard any arguments that might be made about preemption by 
federal nuclear regulation and assume that, except for the limit on aggregate liability, all claims 
asserted against Oligopoly are governed by state law. 
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Texas only allows a medical monitoring remedy for persons who can demonstrate some kind of 
existing physical manifestation of disease, while Oklahoma rejects medical monitoring as a 
remedy.  Arkansas allows medical monitoring to be ordered based on significant exposure, 
without the need for present symptoms, and Tennessee courts have not yet had the opportunity to 
decide whether to adopt medical monitoring as a remedy for exposure to potentially carcinogenic 
substances.  Second, the states differ with regard to whether negligence claims can support an 
award of economic losses.  Only Arkansas allows recovery for pure economic harm in the 
absence of physical harm to person or property when the plaintiff’s cause of action is based on 
negligence.  The plaintiffs argue that these differences in the law are irrelevant, or manageable or 
-- if multiple laws create class certification problems – that Texas law can apply to all issues as it 
is Oligopoly’s headquarters. 

The Steering Committee wanted to keep all of its options open, and so it has argued that 
the class could be certified under Rule 23(b)(1) (as a limited fund); Rule 23(b)(2); and Rule 
23(b)(3).  The committee also contends that all of the requirements of Rule 23(a) are satisfied. 

You are Judge Nagareda’s law clerk.  He is uncertain of how he should handle the class 
issues in this litigation, and has always found it helpful to get his law clerk’s input in the form of 
a potential opinion.  Please prepare for him a draft opinion ruling on the plaintiffs’ Motion for 
Class Certification that addresses both proposed classes under each section of Rule 23,2 resolving 
each issue in the way you think best reflects class action law.  Because there are two proposed 
classes, Judge Nagareda has asked you to include a discussion of whether, if both of the classes 
don’t meet certification requirements, the cases could go forward with some but not all issues 
certified for class treatment. 

2 You should assume for purposes of this question that all parties concede that the members of 
the steering committee, who would become class counsel (half for the personal injury class and 
half for the farmer class), meet the adequacy requirements of Rule 23.  Everyone also concedes 
that the numerosity requirement is satisfied.  So Judge Nagareda’s opinion need not discuss 
either of those issues. 
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Assume for the rest of the exam that Judge Nagareda (rightly or wrongly) refused to certify 
any issue or group for class treatment.  However, the claims of the actual plaintiffs (and some 
additional intervening plaintiffs) remain pending in Judge Nagareda’s court where further 
discovery continues, and where Oligopoly plans to file a motion for summary judgment 
eliminating many of the remaining plaintiffs’ claims.   

Question Two (20%) 

The day after Judge Nagareda’s ruling denying class certification, Oligopoly approached 
Homer Simpson, the lawyer representing Lone Star and began to talk global settlement.  The 
result a week later was an agreed motion, filed in Lone Star’s action in the Harrison County, 
Texas court, to certify the case as a class action, approve the settlement as fair, reasonable, and 
adequate, and enter a judgment that incorporates the terms of the settlement.   In addition, the 
owner of Lone Star intervened as a plaintiff to represent exposed persons with personal injury 
claims.  Just to be safe, Simpson also paid a referral fee and “acquired” Helen Lovejoy, one of 
the MDL plaintiffs, as a client, and she intervened as a plaintiff in the state case, complaining of 
radiation exposure and damage to her farm.  (Both the Lone Star owner and Lovejoy were 
exposed, but neither is at present suffering any apparent physical result of the radiation 
exposure).  Lone Star’s corporate claim for lost income and lost good will was severed into a 
separate lawsuit, settled separately, and has been dismissed pursuant to that settlement.  

The settlement class is composed of “all persons in the United States who suffered any 
personal injury, including increased risk of cancer, or any form of economic harm related to the 
radioactive fallout from the April 20, 2008, incident at defendant’s Chernobyl plant.” 

The settlement provides the following relief to class members, in return for their 
complete release of all claims against all persons:  1) Oligopoly will create a medical monitoring 
program for all radiation-sensitive cancers until the end of 2011; 2) Oligopoly will open its 
medical clinic in Chernobyl, Texas, to class members, and will provide free care there for anyone 
developing cancer as a result of the exposure; 3) Oligopoly will remove any detectable radiation 
resulting from the April 20 incident from the property of class members who document their 
need for the removal; 4) Oligopoly will fund a national advertising program to promote the 
safety of agricultural products from the four affected states; and 5) Oligopoly agrees to adopt a 
number of new safety precautions to prevent any similar incident from happening in the future, 
and to have the enforcement of those measures monitored indefinitely by a Special Master 
appointed for that purpose, to be paid by Oligopoly.  Finally, Oligopoly agrees not to oppose 
Simpson’s attorney fee request up to $50 million (which the agreement estimates is 25% of the 
cost of the measures that Oligopoly agrees to take under the settlement agreement).  Lone Star 
and Oligopoly maintain that this should be certified as a (b)(2) class, and so the settlement 
provides no opportunity to opt out.  Judge Silver, the Harrison County judge, grants preliminary 
approval to the settlement, and orders notice to the class in an extensive campaign.3 

3 Assume for purposes of the exam that the Texas class action rule as written is identical in every 
relevant respect to Federal Rule 23.  Texas courts consider federal interpretations of Rule 23 to 
be persuasive but not binding authority on the meaning of the Texas class action rule. 
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The MDL Plaintiffs’ Steering Committee is appalled by this settlement.  They intend to 
ask Judge Nagareda to enjoin any further activity in Lone Star’s case under the All Writs Act.   

You are the newest attorney at the firm of Contingency & Contingency, which represents 
Kimberly Wells, one of the plaintiffs in the MDL.  Your boss, Laura Contingency, is a member 
of the Steering Committee but is a bit worried about whether Judge Nagareda has the power to 
issue such an injunction.  She has asked you to prepare a Briefing Paper that she can circulate to 
all of the Steering Committee members discussing what plaintiffs will have to argue to get the 
injunction, as well as the arguments they should expect Oligopoly to make in opposition to it. 
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Assume that (whether rightly or wrongly), Judge Nagareda refused to grant the injunction.  
The MDL Steering Committee therefore wanted to find a different way to stop Judge Silver 
from certifying the class and approving the settlement.   

Question Three (30%) 

After a strategy meeting, the Steering Committee chose Ned Flanders (a personal injury 
class member) and Ole McDonald (a farmer) to object to the settlement.  At the fairness hearing 
in the Texas state court, Simpson and Oligopoly’s lawyer represented to Judge Silver that the 
settlement was a good deal for everyone, given the legal and evidentiary issues facing the 
plaintiffs and the relief that Oligopoly agrees to provide in the settlement agreement.  When they 
were done with their 50 minute presentation, Ned and Ole argued that the settlement was a 
collusive sellout of the class and that Homer has not earned a $50 million fee. 

Judge Silver listened to the objections, but nevertheless approved the settlement and 
certified the mandatory class.  In his one paragraph order, he recited that Oligopoly acted on 
grounds generally applicable to the class, that the class was sufficiently numerous, that there was 
a common question of law, that the named plaintiffs’ claims were typical of the claims of class 
members, and that both they and Homer adequately represented the class.  He then pronounced 
the settlement fair, adequate, and reasonable, and awarded Simpson $45 million in fees and 
expenses.  Judge Silver entered a final judgment based on the settlement.  Flanders and 
McDonald have appealed, but under Texas law judgments are final for purposes of claim and 
issue preclusion (aka res judicata and collateral estoppels) even while on appeal.  Texas also 
follows the majority rules on claim and issue preclusion that we have discussed in this class.  

That was about six months ago.  You are a lawyer in Contingency & Contingency’s 
Arkansas office, and you have been approached by two potential clients:   Richard Adams, the 
owner of a gas station in Hot Springs, and Jack Godell, a resident of Arkansas who was working 
in Chernobyl, Texas at the time of the incident and who was exposed to the radioactive cloud on 
April 20, and also further exposed while volunteering as a cleanup worker outside the plant.  
Adams seeks damages for lost income due to the loss of tourists buying gas in the summer of 
2008, and Godell alleges that his exposure to the cloud-based radiation caused his leukemia.  
They want the firm to file a lawsuit against Oligopoly on their behalf in federal court in 
Arkansas.  A little research reveals that Arkansas would probably apply its own law to the 
negligence and damages claims in such a lawsuit (and therefore so would a federal court sitting 
in Arkansas).  Neither Arkansas nor Texas, however, has ruled on the application of preclusion 
principles in the class settlement context. 

The firm would love the business, but the partners are concerned about that Texas class 
action judgment.  While you recognize the problem, you believe that these new potential clients 
got a bad deal.  In order to take the case, you will have to make an argument to the firm’s 
management committee that the potential recovery for the clients and the firm exceed the 
probable costs of achieving a settlement or a victory in the lawsuit, taking into account the 
various risks involved.  They’ve asked you to write them a memo addressing the following 
issues: 
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• How should they expect Oligopoly to respond to a suit by Adams and Godell (in addition
to a denial on the merits)?

• What legal arguments should the firm be prepared to make in response to Oligopoly’s
arguments?  Are any of them likely to succeed?

• Will the firm need to present evidence in support of its legal arguments (and if so, what)?
• Are there any other factors or strategies the firm should consider regarding the risks or

benefits of this lawsuit?

Then, of course, they want your bottom line recommendation:  should the firm agree to represent 
Adams and/or Godell to pursue their claims? 




